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Abstract: E-learning activities are important for the development of any country. In modern era everybody is thinking about growth and Educational development. If it is planned properly then proper results will come. In this research paper development through E-learning in India is observed. If it planned properly then proper results will be affecting positively. In this research paper, we observed that E-learning is an effective tool for development of educational sector in India. E-learning is learning, utilizing electronic technologies to access educational curriculum outside of a traditional classroom. In most cases, it refers to a course, program or degree delivered completely online. The basic objective of this research paper is to understand concept of e-learning and to examine the type of e-learning. It also summarizes several opinions regarding the comparison between traditional learning and modern learning technique. The modern method in teaching and learning are useful for development of education sector in Indian context. The research paper focused on classroom learning and e-learning in India as a main wheel of development of education.
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1. Introduction

The e-learning activities are important for the development of any country. In modern era everybody is thinking about growth. If it is planned properly then proper results comes. In this research paper through E-learning in India is observed. The research paper focused on classroom learning and E-Learning in India as a main wheel of development of education. Soon after independence in 1947, the Govt. of India had the challenge of bringing uniformity in educational system and providing education to large segments of the population [1]. Due to various schemes undertaken by India to improve the literacy rate. These measured have resulted in increase in literacy rate from 65.38% in 2001 to 74.04% in 2011. Learner’s satisfaction rates increase with e-learning compared to traditional learning, along with perceived ease of use and access, navigation, interactivity, and user-friendly interface design [2]. It was found that below average number of professional courses’ teachers in higher education are using e-learning mode whereas only a few non-professional courses’ teachers are using e-learning mode. There are three modes of e-learning: online mode, hybrid/blended mode and e-enhancement mode but only e-enhancement mode is being presently used by the professional and non-professional courses’ teachers in Indian higher education.

2. Literature Review

According to f Laurillard’s (2006) research “e-learning as the use of any of the new technologies or
applications in the service of learning or learner support”, and it has been considered as operational
definition of e-learning [3]. According to Marc Prensky’s research different learning outcomes are best
learning through particular types of learning activities. He says that we all learn -a) behaviors through
limitation, feedback and practice. b) creatively through playing c) facts through association, drill, memory
and questions d) language through imitation, practice and impression e) reasoning through puzzles,
problems and examples [4]. These studies focus on the changing era and the implications of E-learning in
near future. Also supporting to say that E-learning is the wheel for new innovations

3. Objective and Research

The basic objective of this study is to understand the concept of e-learning and to examine the type of
E-learning. It also summarizes several opinions regarding the comparison between traditional learning,
classroom learning and e-learning. This paper aims to discuss in detail the advantages and disadvantages of
both the ways of learning, and tries to give some solutions by considering the advantages of both the
systems of learning considering the constraints of the situation. In order to fulfill such objective secondary
method is adopted. The secondary data was collected through books, periodicals, journal and published
material related E-learning for the study.

3.1. Education Scenario in India

The traditional learning system had been used in India and was sustainable for long. But the educational
needs are changing and a global education standard is imposing itself and forcing the Indian education
system to undergo many changes. The concept of e learning is definitely gaining popularity in the country
but at a slow pace as compared to other countries.

The Indian Constitution resolves to provide quality education to all and in an effort to fulfill the
educational needs of the country specifically for the diverse societies and cultures of the country the
government has chalked out different educational categories: Elementary education, Secondary education,
Higher education, Adult education, and Technical and Vocational education is nothing but the development
of the whole individual and nurturing the potentials inherent traits. E-learning is a useful medium through
which India can attain the goal of reaching the unreached in rural areas, motivating the learners for higher
education as well as woman empowerment through their education. In the current super fast era and
globalised world, education needs to meet the additional demands of present time such as creating globally
competent work force. Due to globalization, the whole world has become a global village. Now, education
can be used as a useful tool to raise awareness of environment, peace, culture, social diversity, increased
competitiveness and the concept of a global village. In the present world, education is being used as a
means of becoming a global citizen. In order to work in this more competitive world, one has to be
competent enough to survive. Education gives us that powerful tool by which we can live a life of worthiness.
It is only through improving the educational condition of a society that the multi-faceted progress of its
people can be guaranteed. E-learning is the best option available to achieve these goals. E-learning is also a
powerful medium to improve inclusiveness of education in our country. If an educational institution is
committed to give high quality education, it should be built on values and ethics, and be innovative in
offering its teaching programmes. E-learning is not a single strand but is multifaceted, covering a wide
range of approaches and methods [5].

3.2. Concept and Aspect of e-Learning

E-learning is electronic learning, and typically this means using a computer to deliver part, or all of a
course whether it's in a school, college, part of training or a full distance learning course. E-Learning is
learning utilizing electronic technologies to access educational curriculum outside of a traditional
classroom. In most cases, it refers to a course, program or degree delivered completely.

*Education is what remains after one has forgotten what one has learned in school.*

—Albert Einstein.

While Einstein’s words may have been intended in good humor, they aptly reflect the fact that effective education is constant and always evolving. In fact, the face of education has experienced a sea change over the decades. Once characterized by the traditional classroom model, education has metamorphosed into learning that is instant, online, self-driven and on the go. The journey of education in India, too, has been dotted with innumerable milestones.

In other words, e-learning can also be described as learning that is delivered online, via the internet, ranging from Distance Education, to computerized electronic learning, online learning, internet learning and many others forms. So e-learning can be defined as courses that are specifically delivered via the internet to somewhere other than the classroom where the professor is teaching. It is interactive learning in which learner can also communicate with teachers, professors or other students in the class. Sometimes it is delivered live; where one can “electronically” raise hand and interact in real time and sometimes it is a lecture that has been prerecorded. Normally, there is a teacher or professor interacting /communicating with learner and grading the participation, assignments and tests. E-Learning has been proven to be a successful method of training and education. It is becoming a way of life for many citizens in our country e.g. farmers education, adult education, pre-primary and primary education as well as in higher education.

### 3.3. Formal and Informal e-Learning

Some forms of e-learning – online education and online training recreate the formal learning experience online. Online education provides adults with limited literacy skills with a safe and patient place to develop basic skills such as reading and mathematical skills. The only factor that separates online training from education is that the skills and knowledge taught via training are expected to be used immediately.

E-learning allows us to explore the potential of informal learning such as Knowledge Management and Electronic Performance Support. Knowledge Management is basically recorded pieces of corporate information such as policies, procedures and product information documents, reports, presentations and proposals expertise, often recorded in the form of documents like lessons learned, stories and case histories and online interaction with colleagues and can also include online chats, discussions and symposia during which participants can exchange information not yet been recorded. Electronic Performance Support (EPS) refers to a work environment on a computer in which performers /learners receive assistance. EPS is used in providing information, training, coaching and monitoring needed for support to learners [6].

### 3.4. E-Learning and Literacy in India

As per Census Report 2011 published by Government of India:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Literates (% of total population)</th>
<th>Illiterates (% of total population)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Annual Report 2013-14, published by Ministry of HRD GOI.

The above Table 1 shows that the percentage of literate population in the total population has increased in 2011, from 65% to 74% [7], similarly, the percentage of illiterate population has decreased from 35% to 26% in the span of a decade. Still the fact remains that 26% of India’s total population is still illiterate and
e-learning can prove helpful to reduce the illiteracy as the advancement in technology and communication has made teaching and training possible anywhere, anytime. The Learner can learn anywhere; i.e. outside the boundaries of formal classroom. It will be very effective in case of adult education and training [8]. It is a very powerful medium for pre-primary and primary education as it is in audio visual form and can attract even the school dropouts. It will be very effective in case of adult education and training.

3.5. Women and e-Learning

Traditionally women in Indian society suffer from various social and cultural handicaps and it is felt that unless the women are sufficiently empowered, the socio-economic development may be difficult to achieve. Empowering women starts from initial involvement in analyzing their own problems, proposing solutions and consequently taking collective action. Regional networking, social mobilization, changing the attitudes and knowledge of women is really needed to increase the women power. The e-learning strategies can really shape them and can bring it into reality. The e-learning techniques would empower women, create legal awareness, encourage them to take up cases of women and also help the women litigants-learning software would bridge the gap between the laws and their effective implementation in rural and urban areas.

E-learning networking can make links between social and legal organizations concerned with legal issues. For example e-learning networking would establish links between Mahila Mandals, lawyers and courts. This means by having concentrated efforts of e-learning we can bridge the gap between social organizations and legal system, between lower and high court, between rural and urban areas, between senior and junior lawyers and so on [9].

3.6. E-Learning and Government

Government can make use of e-learning medium in various ways. It can help the government to communicate rules and policies effectively. It can create awareness about various schemes and plans among citizens. It will give people an open platform to communicate or learn. E-learning can manage semi-structured and unstructured information [10]. It can deliver the government agenda. A good e-learning solution can help government in multiple aspects. The Government can provide the Learning Portal around Government Policies, Rules & Regulations in Public Private Partnership (PPP) model. A government can bring transparency in governance by way of a meaningful education among the people through e-learning. Creating social awareness amongst the citizens, providing information about taxation and laws can also be done in an effective manner. Right now, the Government has done it for the farmers of our country by developing online consultancy for growth of agriculture production using latest technology.

3.7. E-Learning and Higher Education

According to a recent study in a global level online learning program, after the United States, India has been reported to have the second highest number of online course enrollments with more than over 1,55,000 students from the country. Of a total of around 1.2 million students worldwide, 32% are from the U.S while 15% are from India. In higher education, there is a growing demand to create a virtual learning environment (VLE) in which all aspects of a course are handled through a consistent user interface throughout the institution. Some of these programmes are initiated in our country and students need to attend orientation sessions in colleges, but the course content is delivered online. Several universities do offer online student support services, such as online advice and registration, e-counseling, online textbook purchase and student newspapers. E-learning has the potential to overcome the non-availability of adequately qualified teachers in rural India [11]. Live online tutoring; streaming videos and virtual classrooms are some of the solutions that e-learning can offer to these problems. While there is no
substitute for effective and organized classroom teaching, e-learning's is the best option. School drop outs can be taught through e-learning as they feel insulted to go to school again. Computerized Assessment of students’ performance becomes easier to the teacher/professor, for the courses where the number of students is large. Physically disabled students can learn at home through e-learning study material [12].

Though e-learning is audio-visual medium of learning, it is not free from limitations. According to another report, India's online education market size is set to grow to $40 billion by 2017 from the current $20 billion.

It has been observed that a group of people who oppose to the concept of e-learning saying that it is informative and does not impart the knowledge of the subject. On the other hand, some people oppose classroom learning saying that self learning with the help computers and other e-material is always better than classroom learning as it does not motivate for self learning. This is especially true for countries where technical education is expensive, opportunities are limited and economic disparities exist. India has one of the largest education systems in the world with a network of more than 1 million schools and 18,000 higher education institutions. More than half of the country's 1.2 billion population falls in the target market for education and related services. Even Agriculture industry is required to connect with higher education and E-Learning.

4. Conclusion

As per our research findings we conclude that the rapid increase in internet connectivity is an important catalyst for the growth of e-learning. A robust internet ecosystem, with a multitude of local and global players, will help online learning make further inroads. In underdeveloped and developing countries, e-learning raises the level of education, literacy and economic development. If the agricultural industry targeted through E-learning, the growth rate will defiantly increase. E- Learning and E-commerce can be developed through proper investigate and plan of action.

It is proved that the developing wave of adaptive learning will help higher education, women, government. E-learning is increasing the percentage of literate population in the total population of India. E-learning plays a vital role in educational development as a wheel of growth in education sector. It is expected that if India and developing countries proceed as joint venture and work mutually on the issue of e-learning, it will be beneficial for the development of educational sector. Through E- learning lot of opportunities can be captured and speedy development will possible. It is expected that if India and Malaysia act as joint venture together work out on this issue for development, it will be beneficial for educational sector.
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